
I totally object to Bowmans Creek's  ugly, obnoxious & detrimental Electricity Generating Works 
(EGW.) 

*Ruining almost 17,000 hectares of wonderful beef cattle grazing land & the pretty visual amenity of 
this beautiful rural area - which rural residents love & appreciate so much, is completely 
unacceptable, as this costly, inefficient energy source will not benefit Muswelllbrook, Singleton or 
the Upper Hunter in any way at all. 

*There will basically be no ongoing jobs - as is typically proven with all solar/wind energy Electricity 
Generating Works. 

*Beneficial tourism will be negatively impacted through spoiling the natural beauty of the landscape. 

*Wildlife will be disturbed & killed & vital habitat destroyed. 

*Serious, negative health impacts will affect many rural residents who presently enjoy this peaceful 
& precious, ecologically sustainable environment. 

*Bowmans Creek EGW is ripping off everyday Australian taxpayers through a tax payer funded 
subsidy rort. 

The revenue loss for Australia from relying on Beijing's Blueprint with Chinese manufactured wind 
turbines/PV Solar & the poor energy output produced is massive & a real retrograde step for 
Australia's welfare, curtailing Australian industry & manufacturing. 

*There is absolutely no positive benefit whatsoever for NSW/Australia from this environmentally 
harmful, health impacting, future electronic garbage. 

Beneficiaries  

*The beneficiaries of Beijing's Blueprint spruked by the United Nations will be Matt Kean's cabal - 
Energy Policy Director Ava Hancock/brother Ian Hancock/business partner Liberal Moderate 
powerbroker, lobbyist Michael Photios/their Premier State solar/wind energy lobbying firm/Clean 
Energy Strategies/Blueprint Institute  - channelling squillions of $'s from solar/wind energy 
developers/companies for access to Government through cosy, back room deals & corrupt 
connections entrenching Matt Kean & Rob Stokes in their positions in order to deliver their 
diabolical, 100% fudged energy transition planning scam - a roadmap to riches for these rorting 
beneficiaries at great cost to everyday Australians. 

IPCN is clearly no corruption safeguard, as it is very much a useless rubber stamping outfit subject to 
Rob Stokes - with no independence & no competence or honesty to even abide by the Principles of 
Ecologically Sustainable Development. They have repeatedly proven to regurgitate the developers 
swill which the NSW DPIE disgracefully accept as factual. 

*With three previous Epuron proposals all on sold to the CCP's Goldwind - who are linked to 
Xinjiang's concentration camps & genocide of the Uyghurs, it is a foregone conclusion that 
Bowman's Creek will do likewise. 

This Presents NSW/Australia With a Massive National Security Threat to Critical Energy 
Infrastructure, which will sabotage Australian welfare, sovereignty & independence.  

Given the increasing hostilities of the CCP, all private & state owned Chinese companies need to be 
removed from all critical infrastructure, with Project Energy Connect proposal also an insane 
proposition which no democratic Government can possibly accept. 



The Federal Government must therefore, condemn & disallow this Bowmans Creek proposal, along 
with all others owned by Goldwind, Maenong, Cheung Kong Conglomerate/SKI - including AGN/AGIG 
Gas supply/control/hydrogen trials, Beijing's BCJE, UPC, State Grid Corporation of China, etc. 

* Large-scale Wind/Solar is Not  Economically Beneficial to NSW/Australia at all because of their 
poor efficiency, dodgy, proven non-compliant, off-shore ownership, massive waste burden created - 
including toxic elements & the excluded astronomical costs of battery/hydro storage & 
interconnectors essential to incorporate these inferior energy sources into the grid - which also so 
unnecessarily further ruins vast tracts of irreplaceable arable, food producing land & beautiful rural 
environments in the process.  

Wind turbines present NSW/Australians with extremely costly ($660,000 per turbine per year) 
inferior (59% efficiency,) unreliable energy - based on fudged energy costings from the likes of inside 
investors Lazards, the modelling of which has astonishingly never even been seen by NSW Treasury!  

There are far superior, much more efficient, reliable & cost effective baseload energy sources in 
plentiful supply in Australia - including coal, uranium & gas. 

These take up far less land space & provide vastly more reliable, beneficial, independent & secure 
energy sources. 

Misrepresentative, Fake Green Lifecycle  

Wind/Solar Energy is in no way clean, green, sustainable or part of the circular economy. 

These 60 x 220 m wind turbines will do nothing positive to benefit the global environment or alter 
the temperature at all.  

It is essential to include their whole energy intensive, SF6 leaking, toxic polluting, massive waste 
burden creating lifecycle. 

Misrepresentative, positive rhetoric has been used to present a fraudulent, dishonest narrative for 
the benefit of city-centric wokesters, developers, promoters, lobbyists & investors at huge subsidy 
expense to everyday Australian taxpayers & electricity consumers - of whom impacted rural 
residents clearly experience the practical reality of the scam & ugly horror that large-scale 
wind/solar energy is. 


